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Attention All Club Members
A thoughtful Treat for your Daimler Enthusiast!

We have supplies of “D” Key Rings and our Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club in N.Z. 
Custom Grille or Bumper Badge.

As you will see from the photo the Badge has been reproduced using our original Die but 
cast in a lighter Alloy (originally Brass), with a Chrome and Blue Enamelled Centre section 
as opposed to the earlier Resin insert.

The unit cost, including postage is
• $6.60 for the Key Ring 
• $55.00 for the Grille/Bumper Badge.

Please forward your requirements and cheque to:-
DLOC in NZ 
Peter Mackie
PO Box 8446
Havelock North 4157
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Hello members,
Well once again the AGM and Mini Rally was a great success and I would like to 

express my appreciation to the other members of the organising committee, Doug 
Brown, Martin Walker, Mike King and Peter Mackie for the collective ideas and hard 
work utilising the wealth of experience – a great team.  Of course you can have the best 
organisation, venue and programme in the world but the key ingredient is the support 
of the members attending.  We had a great turnout and I really enjoyed meeting a few 
new people and catching up with old friends.  I’m really looking forward to next year’s 
Rally to be held in the Bay of Plenty.

The AGM and luncheon was held in the lovely surroundings of the Gladstone 
Vineyard, I have been re-appointed as President, Martin Walker Vice President, Mike King 
Secretary and Peter Mackie Treasurer.  Peter has indicated for some time that he would 
like to stand down and Wayne Duncan has indicated that he will stand for nomination as 
Treasurer at the next AGM – thanks Wayne.  Thanks also to the executive team for your 
hard work over the past year and I am looking forward to working with you over the next 
year.

The car I had planned to use for the Mini Rally was my (recently restored) Conquest 
Coupe, an ideal choice I thought for the travelling around the Wairarapa sights and I was 
sure the weather was going to be kind to us, it was.  But Murphy’s Law applied, Thursday, 

The fuel saving Daimler

From the Driver’s Seat ...
A Message from your National President
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the day before the Rally I thought I had better give the car a wash and drove it out of the 
shed.  I managed to clear the shed door by about three metres then the car stopped.  A 
quick look under the bonnet identified a fuel problem.  Just in case the fuel gauge was 
not reading correctly (reading was about quarter of a tank) I added about 5 litres to make 
sure.  The fuel pump on the Conquest has a mechanical primer attached to the side of 
the pump so I then tried to prime the fuel pump manually to no avail.  Next step remove 
the fuel feed pipe to the carburettors.  No fuel, next step check the suction line, very 
weak suction.  I then ended up removing the fuel pump and installed a new kit.  Still no 
fuel, well I thought to myself I know there is no filter in the tank or the line as some of 
the other Daimler models have so it can only be the reserve change over valve mounted 
under the car.  Jack the car up place blocks under the wheels and roll about underneath 
removing the valve and installing a by-pass and would you believe it still no fuel and yet 
I had fuel at the changeover valve.  Now by this time I had spent most of the day messing 
about with this car and decided that it was not meant to be and decided that I had better 
change my plans and use another car.  I eventually ended up by installing an electric fuel 
pump and by passing the original mechanical pump and the fuel problem, now solved.  
Frustrating, but good fun!

The car I did use for the Rally was my 1996 Century, a lovely car unfortunately I was 
fined by the Sheriff John for not having a WOF; would you believe it this had expired the 
week before, a great weekend.

Dave Patten

A warm welcome to our new members this month.
• Warwick & Lynn Buchanan are Manawatu Branch members from the Marton area, 

they have a Series 1 XJ6.
• David Corbin & Raewyn Dick have a Daimler V8 and live in Bluff.
• Alan Bryce has just purchased the ex Kapiti Autoclassics/Te Puke Motor Museum/

Canterbury’s John Gale, Daimler Conquest.  He has driven it from Paraparaumu to 
his home in Riverton (Invercargill).  This car was featured in NZCC and our magazine 
exactly 20 years ago.
Well, the 2016 AGM and Martinborough Mini Rally are over.  What a great event it was, 

59 members all up, almost all were travelling in Daimlers, it made quite a sight travelling 
the Wairarapa country roads.  All credit to Dave & Maree Patten and Doug & Barbara 
Brown for a most interesting and entertaining weekend.

I have a number of photos from the Rally, (about 100) and thought I would make 
them available to members on a CD disc.  These will play on any DVD player.  Estimate 
of cost is about $5.00 each including postage.  Contact me by email or phone to order.

Getting up to Speed ...
A Word from your National Secretary
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Peter Mackie & I attended a recent seminar on the draft of the proposed Incorporated  
Societies Bill, to replace the existing 1908 Act. It looks like our existing rules should fulfil 
the requirements of the new Act.

All Branches have now had their AGM’s.  There have been a number of committee 
changes, the updated directories are inside the back cover of this magazine.

The National AGM was a brief affair, the incumbent executive were reinstalled for the 
next year and are listed inside the front page of this magazine.  Joseph Price and Philip 
Redmond continue as Honorary Auditor and Solicitor respectively.

At our committee meeting, 7 new members were ratified.
Under “matters arising” from the Treasures report, Rod raised the question of magazine 
costs and the shrinking size of our term deposits.  We discussed the options available 
to us as 1, trimming size be reducing by 4 pages;  2, removing colour centre page;  3, 
subsidize with advertising;  4, increasing member subscriptions.  An increase to $40 per 
year, an increase of $5 was put forward for consideration.
Other cost reductions approved were removal of committee subsidies and travel 
concessions to attend meetings and removal of one-way interisland travel concessions 
for National Rallies.  We do still have a healthy bank credit, but now need to stabilize our 
finances.
As an aside, in 1996 our subscriptions were $50 with a $20 joining fee!  A $5 increase 
today equals 1 cup of coffee!!

Club Captains Winston & Kaye Wingfield, have compiled a book with photographic 
identity of our Nation Rally Trophies and current recipients.  This will assist in keeping 
track of their whereabouts and history.

The National Rally for 2017 is to be held in Tauranga, it was to be hosted by Auckland 
Branch with arrangement of venues and local requirements done by Waikato BOP.  
Subsequent to the meeting, it is now to be hosted and run by Waikato BOP.  Rod has a 
small team and I’m sure would appreciate the support of all Branch members.

Magazine content.  I have had conflicting feedback regarding the content of your 
magazine, some only read the Branch news & photos, others enjoy the technical articles 
and historic reprints from our 45-year archive, a goldmine of information, much of it 
written by club founder, Gordon Summerville.  I can only make a judgment call from your 
feedback, please contact me with your comments and opinion.  I know many (including 
our Australian cousins) enjoy it!  Also, your letters and Daimler stories would be most 
welcome….  It is YOUR magazine!

Incidentally, our magazine goes up on the website with all photos in COLOUR, I can 
also email on request, and am looking at improving the resolution.

A couple of technical matters, I have recently procured from UK, a service manual, “The 
Daimler Fluid Flywheel Self-Changing Transmission”.  It is dated 1/3/46 and covers earlier 
model cars.  Copies can be made available on request.

I have just had a DB18 Harmonic Balancer rebuilt by Euan Seymour in Levin.  Cost was 
$400 +GST.  He can rebuild engine mounts and other rubber mouldings, also Ring Gear 
recovery work.  You can contact him euan@kegroup.co.nz, or phone 06-210-2276.

A DB18 Consort oil filter can be replaced with a BMC Mini filter, Ryco 2053 plus make 
up a cork or rubber spacer 6mm thick.  There doesn’t appear to be one commonly 
available of the correct length!

The Conquest filter can be replaced with R2058, the same as the V8.
Regards to all, Mike
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Well, where do I start?  Having just returned from our Mini Rally in Martinborough, what 
a great time we all had.  The weather was fantastic and our accommodation at ‘Peppers’ 
was first class with staff to match.

A big thank you must go to our Rally committee and Executive for the interesting 
programme we enjoyed, made more interesting with the excellent commentary 
provided by Maree and Dave.  I hadn’t seen much of the Wairarapa before and loved 
the countryside and our trip out to the coast.  Rugged and wild it must be in the winter 
but for us the sun shone.  My extra thanks go to Hilton and Janice Zachan for my travel 
arrangements which allowed me to enjoy the weekend to the max.

I recommend everyone to start saving for next year’s Rally where you can catch up 
with old friends and members.

Pauline Goodliffe

From the Patron’s Pen ...

Greetings Mike.
Had a good trip home – an excellent way to discover any bugs.  Frequent stops to 

“refresh” the driver.  Delighted with the car, the care of previous owners is obvious.  
Cruised at a gentlemanly 50–55 mph, burnt about a pint of oil.  Enjoyed the drive home, 
entertained by an occasional and impressive fireworks display by the malevolent prince 
of darkness lurking in the dashboard area and despite headlamps more interested in the 
landscape and tree-tops than the road.

Arie was most helpful and encouraging, giving me a memory stick of handbook and 
manual information, and a selection of older Club magazines.  One had the “Classic Cars” 
article on MI1954, I understand while in John Gale’s care?  Fascinating.  Now to see if I can 
tame the electrics.

I’ve mailed a Club application and look forward to contact with other Daimler drivers.  
My admiration for the Conquest model has been confirmed by the drive home.

Thanks for your help.
Regards,
Alan Bryce, Riverton

Mailbox .....
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Hi Mike,

Re: E20 Daimler
I have my right wing in a sling for 6 weeks (rotator cuff) so restoration has slowed up a 
bit.  The front mudguards have been completed with real steel and go into storage.  The 
assembly that sits behind the engine has been dropped off at the strippers and comes 
back next week for surgery.  The radiator grille surround has been re-chromed and the 
other chrome work is ready to be drip-fed to the platers.  The big P100 headlights will 
cost about $1000 each to be chromed and silvered.  Even though they are “new”.  The 
bumpers will cost about $1000 each to be chromed.  The steering column support has 
been cast in aluminium and is being machined.  The chassis then gets pushed outside 
and gets cleaned and ready for painting.  It is still on its wheels so there is a lot of elbow 
grease to go with this job.  One door needs a new door skin and as it is aluminium with 
shape to it, that will have to go to a coach builder as we don’t have that expertise here.  And 
so we plod on.....  But I guess we all know that if you are faint hearted, shallow pocketed, 
mechanically disadvantaged, short of 
room, impatient or sane, you wouldn’t 
start a project like this.

This (photo) is getting the adhesive to 
set as we install a new aluminium door 
skin on the passenger side E20.  There 
are subtle curves all over the door.  
The wood is made of laminated ash 
and this is in such good condition, we 
simply used it again.  The panels are 
all aluminium.  The driver’s door has 
other challenges.......  The structure 
that sits behind the engine and below 
the scuttle is ready to be picked up 
from the strippers.  On most cars the 
firewall is part of the scuttle.  But not 
on this.  So lots done and lots to do.

Cheers
Simon

Daimler E20 Door Skin
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Auckland Amblings
Auckland AGM March run
Last year we had the choice of 2 gardens (next door to each other), at the time we 
selected the slightly cheaper of the 2 options , when we advised this garden we were 
visiting the other, they replied, you may be disappointed, we are much better.  With the 
gauntlet set, we booked the 2016 AGM at A’La Fois……….  WOW is all we can say.

But, the first challenge was our 
usual North Shore starting point had 
been taken over by people running 
the run of colours, so after finding 
car parks close together, we set off, 
to stumble on the Coatsville Classic, 
where the locals close roads at 
random points (in one case half way 
along the main road) and we needed 
to turn around (note swearing from 
my car and also quickly using the 
phone to locate the next best option, 
back approx. 5 mins of rural roads 
(ignoring the twisty road and head to the main road) and an extra few minutes of driving 
to Coatsville, to find the end of the road we needed closed off, after talking nicely to the 
marshal, she said, ‘don’t know where that road is, quick reply up there, oh so do you need 
to go up there then…. I can let you through but be careful.  I promised not to give them 
the full sound of the mighty Daimler V8.

A couple of minutes later, we arrived to meet our hosts, they are friendly and 
welcoming, and had set up the tables for the AGM and lunch and left us to the smells of 
lunch cooking.

Hurry up Bryan!!
AGM over, Thank you Joseph for the years of being our Treasurer, you will find a seat 

when Sophie is large enough to let you out on weekends again.  We welcome Stephen 
Boyle and our new treasurer Wayne Duncan to the Auckland Committee.

After lunch we had a guided tour from Terry for approx. an hour around the 6 acres of 
gardens, Morris 8, that soon burned off the lunch.  Terry and Maragreta checked out the 
cars and answered questions, like ‘when can you start on my garden?’

So next year, our goal is to leave Coatsville/Kaipara area after 4 years of finding 
gardens for the AGM.

Auckland members assemble for their AGM.

Round the Bazaars ...
Daimlers on the Run
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Seagull Trip to Thames
Who would have believed it, the local Alvis club 
decided leave from the same location at the same 
time for the same destination-Thames.  We arranged 
to meet them for lunch at the Junction Hotel, 23 of 
us, 9 more were from the Alvis Club.  Good food, 
good company was enjoyed by all.

Previous to our lunch we had visited the Seagull 
Recycling Centre and spent an hour deciding what 
we were not going take home but I noticed there 
were five more books in the car that were not there 
at the beginning of our journey.

After lunch we visited the Bella Street Pump 
House that was used to keep the Queen of Beauty 
gold mining shaft drained of water.  The enthusiastic 
bunch of volunteers has recreated the huge gears 
in wood (around 8 metres in diameter).

Driven by steam from ten boilers around 
the clock, 7 days a week and allowed 20 minutes for maintenance after that things got 
a bit wet in the mine.  The water was raised in stages and stored in tanks, a pump stage 
would transfer water from a lower tank to a higher tank, and this was repeated until the 
surface was reached.  The water would then be channelled in a brick lined culvert into 
the river.  The extension of the shaft started 1896 (Daimler Company started business 
same year), the mine running continuously until 1914 when at around 700 feet a large 
influx of water exceeded the amount of water that the pumps could handle and so the 
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mine was closed.  In 1918 The Mines Department who had jurisdiction over the site 
decided to cut up some of the machinery for scrap and sell the remainder.  Some of the 
machinery survived, two quadrants, weighing 22 tons left on the surface and a 30-ton 
crankshaft found in a pit covered in rubbish.  The rest of the museum lots of photos and 
artefacts related to the site which our guide was very happy to inform us about.

What a great day, thank you once again Martin.
Bryan

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Hawkes Bay Highlights
Sunday 13th March was the “Wheels on Windsor” car show which is held in a lovely 
park with shady trees all around and it was a fine but at times cool day.  There was a 
record number of vehicles of all sorts on display and a very large crowd came to enjoy 
the spectacle.  We had a very good selection of Daimlers from as far as Palmerston North 
and one from Dannevirke on our stand.  This is also a social picnic day for our members 
and we all enjoyed the companionship.

There is a collection taken up for the Brain Injury Trust and this year they did very well.  
There is a short run and dinner for the out of town visitors who arrive on the Saturday.  
This year a visit to the Faraday Centre in Napier which is a Technology Museum was 
very popular.  This is a “hands on” Learning Centre run by volunteers which has many 
interesting exhibits.
Friday 22nd April was 25th Anniversary of the HB British and European Car Club who 
we are affiliated with.  We enjoyed a delicious buffet dinner before our speaker Greg 
Murphy took the floor.  He gave us a thumbnail sketch of his racing career starting with 
go-carts.  He won a large TV and was thinking how well it would go in his bedroom when 
he noticed his father exchanging money for it.  The money was used to enter him in the 
Mobil Scholarship, which he won, and this accelerated his journey up the ladder.  This 
was how it all started and we all know how successful he was.  Now he has another string 
to his bow with the TV commentary job which seems to keep him busy.  There were 
many questions at the end of his speech and we all thoroughly enjoyed this function.
Saturday 23rd April we had our foundation member Colin Campbell’s 80th birthday.  
Colin has been on the committee of the Hawke’s Bay DLOC since its inaugural meeting 
in 1979.  This was a very large gathering of family, friends, car enthusiasts and the rock 
and roll group Colin dances with.  The tables had placemats made from photos during 
his lifetime and they provided much interesting discussion.  A video made during the 
80’s was played starring the young dark haired Colin in his workshop and was really 
interesting and entertaining.

Ann Bowes
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu Meanderings
In March, the Manawatu AGM was held at Pauline Goodliffe’s home.  We had a good 
attendance a brief meeting followed by the distribution of Trophies and a BBQ lunch.  At 
this time, the Rover club joined us for our annual inter-club Challenge.  The Rover club 
were responsible for organizing this year’s event which took the form of a Gymkana.  
The paddock at Pauline’s was set up in advance with many obstacles to test driving 
skills.  These included parking, judgement, 
reversing, stopping distances etc.  Some of 
the poles and cones took a bit of a hiding, 
just as well they weren’t concrete walls!  We 
did have a lot of fun, the Rover club just 
managing to beat us to the trophy again 
this year.  There’s always next time…..

The Martinborough Rally was the highlight 
of the year, the primary organizers this 
year being President Dave Patten and 

Gary McGhie shows his parking skills.

Hilton Zachan measures this driver’s judgment.
Ian Hodgkinson manoeuvres his Century through 
the Slalom.

Colin Campbells 80th birthday cake.

Colin Campbell’s 80th with Ian Alan & Debbie.
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Wellington member Doug Brown.  We had 
59 members with predominately Daimler 
V8 cars assemble at “Peppers” conference 
Centre on the outskirts of Martinborough.  
Friday night was registration, meet & 
greet and a catch up with our friends and 
colleagues.

Saturday morning dawned to a fine 
day.  After a hearty breakfast, first stop 
was Masterton’s Vintage Aviator at Hood 
Aerodrome.  This is much more than a Museum, it houses an impressive display of 
airworthy flying aircraft of WWI & WWII vintage.  The majority are original examples, 
restored to very high standards to original specification.  The Vintage Aviator had staff 
in attendance to guide us and explain the intricacies of these historic aircraft.  All their 
aircraft are flown on a regular basis with flying weekends over the summer months.  We 
had lots of time to mingle amongst the exhibits, asking questions of staff as we went.

The next stop on the mornings programme was the Paua World Shop on Carterton.  
Here we could see the intricate Paua Shell products produce and sell.

Moving on to the Gladstone Vinyard, this is where we held the National AGM.  With 
the formalities over, it was time for lunch, then a lovely scenic 30 minute run on the 
Longbush Road and back to Peppers.  On the way, we stopped off at Dave & Maree’s 
for photos.  Dave had his cherry picker set up for some high altitude photos – most 
impressed Dave!!

Back at Peppers, a wine maker gave an insight to the wine making process and wine 
tasting.  This was time for relaxing and 
socialising before the Rally Dinner and 
entertainment.  A four-piece band was 
present to serenade us as we ate, and of 
course, we had a Sheriff and his Deputy 
aka John Penman & Martin Walker, hauling 
us over the coals for our misdemeanours!  
More socialising and dancing followed 
before we drifted back to our comfortable 
and beautifully presented rooms.

Oops Ian – you are supposed to go around it, not 
over it!

Vintage Aviator staff guided us around the aircraft. The RAF FE 2B, the gunner stood in the front!

Sheriff John & Deputy Martin picking on members 
to extract $$
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Sunday, another beautiful day, a magnificent breakfast, a briefing and trip down 
to the Coast to the Ngawi fishing village at Cape Palliser.  Incidentally, during all our 
travelling, Dave and/or Maree gave us a running commentary via a FM transmitter in 
their car, describing all the points of interest as we travelled.  Ngawi is a fascinating 
coast.  The stony beach is lined with a range of fishing boats, great & small, their custom 
made trailers coupled by elongated drawbars to recycled crawler tractors to launch and 
retrieve them.  Amazing!!  The return coastal drive took us back to Lake Ferry for lunch, 
then to Greytown for afternoon coffee and back Martinborough.

Next on the agenda was a visit to Dave’s 
Den!  We spent some time inspecting and 
investigating Dave’s many cars, projects 

cars, parts cars, spare parts, extra spare parts, more parts and junk parts, etc etc…..  Dave 
is amassing quite a museum of cars and has enough projects for about 50 years.  It is 
quite a worry as he has told Maree to call me if anything happens to him!!!!!!!

Onward to another shed, here Dave demonstrated how he remanufactures vintage 
hub caps.  He is able to replicate from samples and dispatches his products world wide.

To conclude the day, those remaining had Bar snacks at the old Martinborough Hotel.
A great way to wind up our weekend.  Thanks to all who attended, we enjoyed your 

company and fellowship.

Manawatu’s mid-week trip to Paraparaumu Beach for Fish & Chips.
After days, weeks & months of fine and warm weather, Wednesday had to rain!  We 

had 17 bodies in all, we parked up at said beach, peered at the waves and decided on 

Roadsigns at Ngawi.Pauline Goodliffe gathers driftwood for artwork.

A few of Dave Patten’s cars.

Peter Mackie inspects the Sopworth Pup.
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plan B.  This was to continue on to Paekakariki to dine at the Fisherman’s Table.  A quick 
phone call “Sorry, we have a 50 bus load coming in”…… Plan C called for.

A quick conflab with persons more familiar than I, back to Paraparaumu town to 
“Breakers”.  Good one George, found Breakers, plenty of room, staff quickly arranged 
a table for us all, great food, great service, great time had by all.  All tucked up safely at 
home by 5 o’clock.  We’ll do it again sometime……….

Mike
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Otago Outings
Otago Branch AGM was held on the 10th April at noon at the Mosgiel Railway Station 
Restaurant.  A very warm welcome was given to members by outgoing President 
Geoffrey Anderson and a very short and well prepared AGM followed.  The present 
committee was thanked and the new President Ken Whyte thanked the outgoing 
President Geoffrey.  A most enjoyable buffet meal followed and a lot of fellowship took 
place, which resulted in an idea to run a rally on Anzac weekend, on part of the Outram 
to Hyde highway and on to the Pig Root.

Rally on 24th April
It was a lovely day with members meeting in Dunedin and driving on to Outram where 
we met another member.  The road was in a good order and very little traffic.  The 
scenery changes vastly as we travel on our way to Middlemarch and having made good 
time, we arrived early at our lunchtime venue.  Happily they kindly took as in and we 
had ample time to enjoy our lunch before the train from Dunedin arrived with hungry 
people about to do the Rail Trail.  All refreshed we headed off travelling to Macraes Flat 
and we stopped to view the open cast gold mine.  It always amazes visitors how much 
the area of mining just grows and grows.

Off we took once again and some members stopped for afternoon tea at the 
Henderson’s home, while others continued back to their homes.  A most enjoyable day.

Hope the above is OK regards
Dianne Henderson

Manawatu members mid-week lunch at 
Paraparaumu.  The only surf we saw was the mural!

The Whittons new Mustang looks like it’s on 
steroids!
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Club Captain Winston Wingfield and Life 
Member Thelma Jones cut the Rally cake.

Rally 2016 Cars assembled at Dave Patten’s, Martinborough.

Daimlers at Hawkes Bay British & European 
Car Day.

Another magnificent cake, thanks Thelma.

Aucklands Clive Butler & Owen Jonkers with 
their V8’s.
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A few of the many WW1 aircaft at the Vintage 
Aviator.

Martin & Rubecca Walker admire the Corsair 
at TheVintage Aviator.

Dave explains his Hub Cap remanufacturing 
processes.

Rally cars assembled at Ngawi.

Members enjoy the Rally dinner.
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Timelines Copies of full articles can be scanned, emailed or posted on request.

June & July 1976
A favourable report on a bypass oil filter, the element being a toilet roll!
Reports on the first National Rally
This Could Only Happen In London! (page 16 & 25)
Service Bulletin, Daimler V8 vibration from propeller shaft centre bearing. (page 6)

THIS COULD ONLY HAPPEN IN LONDON …
 Late one wintry Saturday back in 1956, a dapper little man with a pencil moustache walked 
into the showroom of Stratstones, the Daimler agents in London.  On his arm was a really 
exceptional blonde, a good head taller than he.  The couple crossed the floor and the little man 
with the pencil moustache summoned the manager.  They wished he said, to look at the latest 
Daimlers.  While the man sat down, crossed his legs and lit a cigar, the manager escorted the 
stately blonde around the cars.  The blonde seemed to know precisely what she wanted.
 Walking disdainfully past the Conquests and Centuries, the Regencies and the One-0-Fours, 
she paused beside the Lady’s Model, the most lavishly equipped Daimler in the showroom.
 “Do you like it darling?” asked the little man with the pencil moustache.  “It’s the most beautiful 
car I have ever seen in my life,” said the blonde.  “Good, it’s yours,” said the man and he snapped 
his fingers.  “May I ask,” he said, flicking his cigar, “How much do you want for that model?”
 “Well sir, it’s the most expensive car we have in the showroom and the very latest from the 
factory.  It has many extras such as a satin-chrome instrument panel, power operated windows, 
vanity case and folding umbrella plus features not incorporated in any other Daimler.  It’s £4,800 
pounds”.
 “Do you really like it?” said the little man.
 The blonde smiled and blinked her eyes.
 Reaching into his inside suit pocket the little man extracted his cheque book and a pen.  
Beginning to write, he looked· at his watch, stopped and looked up at the manager.
 “Dear me,” he said.  “It’s after twelve.”  (In those days the banks closed at twelve·on Saturday.)  
”You won’t have time to clear my cheque this morning.”  He hesitated.  “Listen,” he said, “I’ll tell you 
what I’ll do.  I’ll give you my cheque for the Daimler.  You keep the car and on Monday morning 
when the cheque is cleared, I’ll stop by and pick up the car.”
 “That’s really very considerate of you sir,” said the manager, “very considerate.  Yes, that will be 
just fine.”
 The little man wrote out the cheque, gave it to the manager and out of the showroom walked 
what appeared to be the happiest couple in the world.
 On Monday morning the cheque bounced.  The manager, though annoyed was secure.  He 
still had the car after all.  Toward noon that morning, into the showroom came the little man with 
the moustache.  The manager was amazed to see him again but before he could begin his sharp 
complaint, the man held up his hand, stroked his moustache and said:

Timelines ...
Our club history from 5 decades of 
magazines ...
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 “Obviously you know my cheque has bounced and I know how surprised you must be to see 
me again.  There is a simple explanation.”
 He paused and smiled, happily but wearily, at the astonished manager.  “I have dropped by to 
say Thank You, thank you for what has been the most incredible weekend I have ever spent in the 
whole of my life.”

SERVICE BULLETIN
DAIMLER V8 SALOON May 1964

VIBRATION FROM PROPELLER SHAFT CENTRE BEARING
When vibration from the propeller shaft centre bearing is suspected, the following action should 
be taken:

1. Check to ensure that the engine stabilizer is in correct adjustment in accordance with the 
instructions given on page B57 of the service manual.  If incorrect this can cause misalignment 
of the propeller shaft centre bearing: and also engine vibration.

2. If vibration persists after checking (1) above, then proceed to adjust the propeller shaft centre 
bearing precisely in accordance with pages G6 and 7 of the manual.

3. In difficult cases which do not respond 100% to the above adjustments the following 
additional treatment may be necessary.

(a) After the propeller shaft centre bearing has been accurately aligned and the stabilizer 
finally re-adjusted the whole bearing assembly should be adjusted downwards 1/8” by 
inserting 1/8” steel washers between the centre bearing support plate and the underside 
of the body at the four mounting points.

(b) In addition, the safety bolt (Item 21 Page G4 in the service manual) should be fitted with 
two rubber washers – one above and one below the safety bracket attached to the centre 
bearing housing – and a steel washer fitted immediately under the head of the safety bolt 
to provide a seat for the upper of the two bushes referred to.  Any rubber washers of the 
correct size will suit this application but they can be produced from one of the bushes 
(Part No. C10126) normally used for the centre bearing support plate and cutting one of 
these in half.  (The Club has these in stock.)

 Before carrying out these additional treatments the exhaust system should be carefully 
checked, particularly the flexible mountings because it is our experience that vibration is more 
often due to a broken exhaust mounting or misalignment of the twin exhaust system than from 
the propeller shaft centre bearing and this can be misleading.

1986
Useless Information! (P17 June, p23 July)
XJ6/12 Petrol Tank/Pipe Replacement.
USELESS INFORMATION
A thought for those who curse at the expense of a new tyre:  In 1902, it was reckoned that a light 
car, driven carefully at not more than 25mph, might do 2,000 miles on a set of tyres.  Heavy fast 
cars might do less than 1,000 miles.  George Lanchester, delivering a car some 200 miles from 
Birmingham to Rotterdam, suffered 21 bursts or punctures along the way.

* * * * *
Heaters aren’t such a new idea.  The earliest Canstatt-Daimlers of 1897 had foot-warmers, operated 
from the water cooling system.  But while driver comfort was attended to, his safety was not.  The 
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very simplest windscreen wipers did not make their appearance until mid-1920’s.  Before then, 
drivers were forced to plunge ahead with virtually no visibility, or to open the windscreen and get 
soaked to the skin.

USELESS INFORMATION
The Hon. Evelyn Ellis, a pioneer motorist and MP who helped push the ‘Emancipation Act’ through 
Parliament, visited his father in his 1895 Panhard-Levassor.  Papa (Lord Howard de Walden) was 
furious and complained: “If you must bring that infernal thing here, kindly bring a little pan to put 
under it to catch the filthy oil it drips.”  “Certainly, father, if you’ll bring a big pan for your carriage 
horses when you visit me!”

1996
A new member in June was one Michael King, he still has the Conquest but the “disease” has 
spread to include 7 other Daimlers!
100 Years of Daimlers/Lanchesters (P3/4).
Daimler Conquest King of the Road. An extensive report on the Conquest of John Gale of 
Canterbury. This report appeared in NZ Classic Car.

100 YEARS OF DAIMLERS / LANCHESTERS
Let’s Not Forget Those Lanchesters...
While there has been much celebration to mark the centenary of the Daimler Motor Company in 
January 1896 the real pioneers were the three Lanchester brothers who produced their first car 
the year before.
 Though “Lanchester” is part of the name of our club, the lives and achievements of Frederick, 
George and Frank have long been overlooked.
 The Lanchester brothers not only built cars that challenged Rolls-Royce for the title of the 
world’s finest, but produced Britain’s first motorboat as well as carrying out early experiments 
with fuel injection, turbocharging, disc brakes, power steering and the kind of mass production 
systems Henry Ford would turn into a revolution.  They also produced the first lightweight 
composite chassis frames, an engine vibration damper system later used by Lancia, and were the 
first to use Ackermann steering geometry, the basis of all modern steering principles.
 The most famous brother was Frederick William Lanchester, who was born in 1868.  He 
started engineering studies at 14, but also became a philosopher, a mathematician and a student 
of colour photography and sound reproduction.  While he approached all problems from first 
principles, his results were never wayward nor eccentric.
 Younger brother, George, gradually assumed more design responsibility, but was no less 
creative.
 “F.W.” sailed to the United States in 1892 to study gas-turbine engines, and was strongly 
interested in the early flight experiments, but decided to use a petrol engine he had developed 
for a new device called a motorboat as the basis for what became Britain’s first four-wheeled, 
petrol-engined car.  It ran in 1896 for the first time.
 The first Lanchester was unlike other early motor vehicles in that it was designed without any 
consideration for the fact that a car was a horseless carriage and so should look like a carriage 
without horses.  The chassis was made in unitary form, with tubular axles and radius rods – this 
at a time when most of a car was cast ironmongery owing more to the blacksmith than the 
engineer.
 Lanchesters were the first to use the new pneumatic tyre developed by John Boyd Dunlop.  
They had such wonderful refinements as finely made screws, precision roller bearings, and 
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SALE TALK

Near the end of an interview, the HR manager says to a young 
graduate, “What sort of income would you expect?”
 The young man replies, “I reckon upwards of $180K, dependent 
on the package you offer.”
 The HR bloke looks him in the eye and says, “All right.  How 
about six week’s annual recreation leave, including three company-
paid weeks to any overseas destination of your choice, a permanent 
two-by-two lease on a suitable car, probably a BMW M3, and a 25% 
deposit on a Waiheke Island home?”
 “You’re kidding!” exclaimed the applicant.
 “Yeah, but you started it ...!”

two crankshafts contra rotating to minimise secondary vibrations.  Even as recently as the 
1950s engineers were still using formulae calculated by Dr Lanchester to control vibrations and 
harshness in engines and transmissions.  He was also the first to use the new detachable laced 
wire wheels made by Rudge Whitworth specifically for pneumatic tyres.
 The company was often in financial trouble because, despite the acknowledged genius of 
the senior brother, the cars were almost always ahead of their time, and did not sell in large 
enough numbers to justify the expensive and unique engineering used.  However, with a great 
reputation for vibration-free silence, they matched Daimler and Rolls-Royce in being accepted by 
royalty, and at one stage are believed to have held the title of the world’s most expensive car.
 The most famous Lanchester was arguably the 1914 Sporting Forty, designed by George, and 
which formed the basis for a series of Forty models that, at the time, were regarded as finer cars 
than even the legendary Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost.  It was a rapid car for its time, with a 5.6 litre, 
six  cylinder, side-valve engine, cantilever suspension and traditional Lanchester worm gear final 
drive.
 Only half a dozen were made pre-war, but in 1919 came an entirely new Forty with an 
overhead-cam, six-litre six, also with a three-speed epicyclic gearbox.  It acquired front brakes 
before Rolls-Royce fitted them and the Duke of York (later King George VI) owned two Fortys.
 However, the Great Depression brought worsening money problems, and the 1931 Daimler 
BSA takeover of the company saw Daimler gaining design dominance and producing a range of 
Lanchesters that were badge-engineered Daimlers.
 After World II the Daimler badge was attached to the company’s larger cars and “Lanchescer” 
to the smaller models of 10 to 15 horsepower.  However, in 1956 the Lanchester name finally 
vanished.
 Perhaps ironically, only four years later in 1960 William Lyons paid just 3.5 million pounds 
sterling to acquire Daimler.  It was not long before he had to phase out the 4.5 litre, VB-engined 
Majestic Major and the SP250 so Daimlers have survived as no more than just badge-engineered 
Jaguars.
(Thanks 10 Melbourne member David Brown for providing the material for this remembrance of the Lanchester 

marque.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Articles of Interest ...

CARS ON FILM
Kevin Bennett

(Driving Member, Volume 45, No. 7, pp20–21)

I enjoy watching the old black and white movies especially the Ealing Comedies, not 
for the sophisticated plot, nor to see my favourite actors.  I find myself watching the 
background and looking at the old cars which pass by in the background and now have 
an appeal all of their own.

I am clearly not the only one who has leaped for the digital camera when a Daimler 
appears on screen.  Whilst browsing the internet for Daimler-related websites I came 
across a strangely compulsive site called ‘Internet Movies Database’ (www.imcdb.org).  
There are hundreds of images of motor cars, many of which are incidental to the plot, 
although some are stars of the show.  I have reproduced some of the images which 
display registration numbers, many are incorrectly captioned – can you spot any here?  
I hope one or two of the cars are owed by, or known to current members.  If your car is 
featured here please get in touch, perhaps you have a story to tell about the filming, or 
maybe you had no idea until you read this that your pride and joy was a film star!  If you 
have managed to capture a Daimler, Lanchester or BSA on camera from a movie or TV 
programme, please send it to: The Editor, 12 Grove Bank, Fenchay, Bristol, BS16 1NY (or 
email editordloc@dsl.pipex.com).

Special Sports, The Spy Who Came in from the Cold, movie 1965
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1961 Daimler Majestic Major in Le President, movie 1961 1923 Daimler TB 6-21 in I Am A Camera, movie 1955

Daimler DC27 in Night of the Demon, movie 1957 Daimler Straight Eight hearse in Danger Man, TV 
Series 1960–1961

1926 Daimler in The Spy in Black, movie 1939
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1969 Daimler DS420 in The Sweeney, TV Series 
1975–1978

1937 Daimler E4 in The Remains of the Day, movie 
1993

1959 Daimler Majestic in The Sorcerers, movie 1967

1939 Daimler EL24 in Alleyn Mysteries, TV Series 
1990–1994

1950 Daimler DB18 Consort in The Saint, TV Series 
1962–1969

1927 Daimler 45hp in One of Our Dinosaurs is 
Missing, movie 1975

1967 Daimler V8 250 in Dempsey & Makepeace, TV 
Series 1985–1986

1962 Daimler DR450 in Steptoe and Son, movie 
1972
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THE ELECTRONIC IGNITION DEBATE
(The Driving Member, Vol 51, No 9, p16)

I thought I would add a few words to the electronic ignition debate.
I have a couple of comments to add about the solution adopted by Andrew Walton.  

I tried this route myself many years ago (using a Lucas Opus system which incorporated 
all the electronics in the distributor) and made my SP250 run quite well for a period.  
However, I have the advantage over many members of working in engineering in the 
automotive field and therefore have access to a great deal of technical information that 
is usually “hard to get”.  In my work I have spent many hours determining the “knock 
boundary” of engines.  This is the point at which an engine starts to detonate as the 
ignition advance is increased.  Detonation is when the smooth controlled burning 
changes for an uncontrolled “explosion”.  Diesel engines detonate all the time.  This is 
why they are so noisy.  Detonation is almost always detrimental to a petrol engine.

In a petrol engine, the burning is started by the spark plug and the intention is to 
“bum” the petrol and air mixture smoothly so that the pressure in the cylinder rises and 
then pushes the piston down the bore.  Ignition advance is required so that combustion 
is started and maximum pressure is achieved at an “optimum point” in the cycle.  This is 
usually just after top dead centre.  To get to this optimum point, the bum has to begin 
before the piston reaches the top of its stroke.  This is why it is called “advance” – you are 
advancing the starting point of the bum to earlier in the 4-stroke cycle.

There is a difference between “detonation” and “pre-ignition”, in a petrol engine, 
which perhaps I should explain.  Detonation is when the mixture in the combustion 
chamber is ignited by the spark plug but instead of burning in a controlled and 
smooth manner, it explodes and all of the mixture goes off together.  This explosion is 
very damaging and can cause bits of the surface of the piston and/or the combustion 
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chamber to be “blown away”.  But the most common effect is for the head gasket to be 
damaged and very shortly to fail.  Pre-ignition is when there is something other than the 
spark plug that starts the burning taking place.  This is then uncontrolled for timing and 
start position.  It is usually the result of some part of the chamber being very hot and 
“glowing red”.

The knock boundary is used to set the ignition advance curves in a distributor and 
an engine manufacturer spends a great deal of test bed time and effort making sure 
that the distributor provides the best advance curve for a particular engine design and 
tune.  In general the greater the advance the better the power output and efficiency 
of the engine.  It is also necessary to advance the ignition so that time is allowed for 
the bum as the engine revs increase and the time for the piston to travel through its 
cycle is reduced.  But the advance has to be limited by the risk of damage caused by the 
detonation.  The precise amount of advance that an engine can tolerate is a function 
of throttle opening, load on the engine, engine speed, fuel type, altitude, etc.  So, in 
the days before computer control of engines, manufacturers set the distributor to work 
safely under some pretty extreme conditions.  Nowadays it is possible to have hundreds 
or even thousands of different advance curves to cover every possible combination of 
throttle, load, speed, fuel, etc.  This is the engine “map”.

In the Daimler VS engine the hemi-spherical combustion chamber with the spark 
plug in the middle/top of the chamber, combined with the high swirl inside the 
chamber induced by the inlet manifold and valve, gives a very “fast bum” chamber.  
This means that the burning, which the spark plug initiates, spreads through the 
mixture very quickly and evenly without the need for outside assistance or a 
great deal of ignition advance – early start of the bum in order to get to maximum 
pressure.  And with this type of chamber the smooth burning still happens correctly 
even as the engine speed goes up, meaning that very little more ignition advance 
is required.  So the Daimler distributor advance curve is extremely unusual.  It has 
a little bit of advance from idle to about 2000 rpm (engine speed) and from there 
to maximum engine revs the advance is only a few more degrees.  This explains 
the very odd setting for the advance springs when correctly attached inside the 
distributor (below the contact breaker plate).

So, I believe we need to be slightly careful when changing distributors.  I know lots 
of people “get away with it” and this is because it is not possible to run an engine at full 
throttle and full power for more than a few seconds at a time – on the public highway.  
But if you go racing it is a different matter.  Change the advance curve at your peril!!

I don’t know if this helps the debate or if it is a further confusion but there you have 
an alternative view!

Matthew Waterhouse T 01829 260393 M 07711 798082
matt.waterhouse@virgin.net
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Auckland
June 19th
Pine Harbour Mid-Winter Brunch, at Pepper Jack’s Restaurant at 10:30, we will meet at 
Botanic Gardens at 10am.

July
Technical Evening, details to be advised.

August 7th
Ten Pin Bowling don’t bring your Daimler, let us see your other cars, details to be advised.

September
WestWinds PictureTheatre – Film and Roast Dinner. Also look around historic village. 
Feedback please

October
Trip to see a car collection and visit the Clevedon Market, feedback please.

November
The Committee is coming up with some brilliant ideas for this one.

December
Our Christmas Lunch
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Waikato BOP
Sunday 17 July
Mid-Year Social Barbeque at John Raynor’s car collection complex in Rewi St, Te Aroha.  
Make your own way for 11.00am arrival.  Club supplies the meat and participants bring a 
salad.  Car collection alone worth the trip.

Sunday Sept TBA
Guests of the Hamilton Model Boat Association to witness the fabulous radio controlled 
yachts and launches in action on Hamilton Lake.  More details will follow.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Hawkes Bay
19th June
A run organized by HB British & European Car Club followed by their AGM.

9th July
Mid-Winter Dinner Date to be confirmed. Chinese Meal Delight Plus Napier. This was a 
popular choice. Further details by email. 

Hitting the Road ...
Daimler Events Diary
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17th July
Night Navigation event hosted by the Boyce’s.
This is a popular event. Full details in the mail.

21st August
Possibly a run to Wairoa. 

18th September
A run through southern HB.

16th October
Daimler hosted event
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Manawatu
5th June
10am Manawatu committee meeting at Pauline Goodliffe’s. All welcome for cuppa & 
chat.

26th June
Mid-year dinner at Lifferton Castle in Wanganui. The meal is $20 each. We will leave from 
at Sanson at 10.30am, Peter & Charmayne’s in Wanganui at 11.30.
We need numbers to book tables. Contact Mike 06 3571237, 0274 482752 or mwking45nz@
hotmail.com.

3rd July
Committee meeting.

31st July
A visit to Te Papa. We drive to Waikanae, present your “Gold Card”, take the train to 
Wellington for Te Papa visit. We will aim to be Waikanae before 10am as trains leave on 
the hour & ½ hour,

October
We are planning another Waiouru Military Camp visit. These are always unique, 
interesting and popular! Details TBA.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR SUBS?????
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Members are welcome to use this space free of charge.
Forward details to Mike King before 10th of the month of publication.

Name Badges
These are available from Waikato BOP Branch. Cost is $21 each, contact Paul Edginton, 
pledginton@gmail.com.

For Sale
Time for a cleanout. Any offer accepted!
XJ6/12, set of 4 mufflers and over axle pipes.
1 pair Mk2 rear spats fair, easily repairable.
1 pair Mk2 front hubs, discs & bearings.
1 pair Mk2 rear hubs & discs.
1 pair Mk2 rear springs
1 pair Mk2 front springs.
Daimler V8 driveshaft complete with centre bearing.
Mk2 heater assy complete
Mk2 handbrake cables & associated parts.
Mk2 front anti roll bar inc. links.
Mk2 rear axle trailing arms.
2x Conquest cylinder heads  
Consort jack handle
Consort suspension components.
Consort panels including doors, bonnet, guards/front assy & grill, all in fair condition.
Consort seats, need recovering but structurally sound.
Consort heater.
Bumpers, generally sound but most need re-chroming for:
Mk2 wide pr.
Mk2 narrow pr.
Mk1 Jag front.
420 Sovereign pr.
Conquest pr.    
Consort front.
Assorted other parts, starters, generators, etc. 
Contact Mike King.

1997 Jaguar XJ6 3.2 Litre. NZ new, colour champagne, 136000km’s, beautiful condition 
inside & out. Open to offers around $10k.
Contact Marjorie Empson, empsonemail@gmail.com or phone 06-368-0696.

Members’ Market ...
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Daimler V8 1964 in storage since 1980.  Motor and trans were overhauled just prior to 
being laid up.  Car appears sound but dusty – would need complete restoration.  Has 
many receipts for work done plus lots of manuals and literature.  Car was covered & 
on blocks, has good SP tyres – probably now perished!  Open to offers.  Email owner 
lockie_smith@yahoo.com.au or phone elderly mother on 06-379-7221.

Tom Simpson is selling his car
Daimler Series 2 January 1979 built to order for a 
Scottish Client.  Has a current WOF and is registered. 
Upholstery and bodywork in very good original 
condition.  Runs like a dream.  Has traveled 93 
,000 Kms.  Electric sun roof.  Owned for 20 years, 
garaged over this period and a full maintenance 
record can be provided.  All reasonable offers will 
be considered.  Phone 09-480-8351.

Wanted
Daimler Century front bumper over-rider fog light mount brackets. 
Phone 06-836-6322after 6pm or 027-366-1117, rj.jabennett@xtra.co.nz

Parts for Mk2 Jaguar.
“A” post chrome finisher LH & RH.
“B” post chrome finisher LH & RH.
Chrome centre bar on grill, holding the round Jaguar badge.
4x door check arms and pins.
Console ashtray handle & growler (original)
Contact new member Samuel Chuffart, samuel@chuffartdesign.com, or phone 
04-479-2072, 021-179-6598.

Rally Plaques 8th National Rally 1999, DB18 & 9th National Rally 2002, Series 3, to complete 
a set for display.
Contact Mike, mwking45nz@hotmail.com, 06-357-1237.

Polo Shirt orders
Here are photos of Polo shirts available 
from Manawatu Branch.

The long sleeved version is $40 with logo.  
It is a different fabric to the short sleeved 
one we already have.  It is available in S, M, 
L, XL, 2XL, and 3XL.

The short sleeved one is exactly the same 
as we had previously.  The cost is $55 per shirt plus postage.  
Men’s sizes are S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 3XL.

Women’s sizes are 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24.

Contact John Palliser (pictured) jcpall@xtra.co.nz, ph 
06 3670561 or Manawatu Branch to order.
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